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Abstract 
The Greater Hindukush is an area that stretches from northwestern–central Afghanistan, through 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Gilgit–Baltistan of Pakistan and to Kashmir in northwestern India. It is 
home to some fifty languages of various genera including Indo-Aryan, Iranian, Nuristani, Tibeto-
Burman, Turkic and the isolate Burushaski. It has long been of interest in areal typology, and there has 
been some discussion of phonological and lexical features shared between the languages, presumed to 
have evolved due to language contiguity and contact. The purpose of the present study is to research a 
grammatical feature, namely the plural marking of common nouns, in a selection of languages spoken 
in the Greater Hindukush area, and to discuss its salience as an areal or sub-areal feature. Several 
grammars have been consulted in the extraction and analysis of all relevant information on nominal 
plurality in the languages. The results indicate a correlation between stem modification as a means of 
marking nouns for plural, as well as optionality in the overt plural marking, and the contiguity of some 
languages. Conclusively, stem change as a method of expression displays some moderate degree of 
areality, while optionality of nominal plural marking in particular is suggested as a sub-areal feature of 
the area. 
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Nominal pluralitet i språk som 
talas i Greater Hindukush 

Noa Lange 

Sammanfattning 
Greater Hindukush är ett område som sträcker sig från nordvästra–centrala Afghanistan, genom 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa och Gilgit–Baltistan i Pakistan, till Kashmir i nordvästra Indien. Ett femtiotal 
språk av olika språkfamiljer, inklusive de indoariska, iranska, nuristanska, tibetoburmanska och 
turkiska samt isolatspråket burushaski, talas i området. Området har länge forskats på i 
arealtypologiska sammanhang, i vilka ett antal fonologiska och lexikala drag som delas mellan 
språken har diskuterats och antagits ha utvecklats till följd av närbelägenhet och språkkontakt. Syftet 
med denna studie är att undersöka ett grammatiskt drag, nämligen pluralismarkering på substantiv, i 
ett urval av språk som talas i Greater Hindukush-området, samt att diskutera dess signifikans som 
arealt eller subarealt drag. All relevant information som berör nominal pluralitet i språken i samplet 
har extraherats från ett flertal grammatiska beskrivningar och analyserats för vidare jämförelse och 
diskussion. Resultaten indikerar en korrelation mellan mekanismen stamförändring som nominal 
pluralismarkör, liksom valfrihet i markeringen, och närbelägenhet mellan några av språken. 
Sammanfattningsvis visar stamförändring som pluralismarkör en mild grad av arealitet, och 
optionalitet i den nominala pluralismarkeringen föreslås som ett subarealt drag i området. 

Nyckelord 

Nominal pluralitet, arealtypologi, Hindukush, markeringstvång, optionalitet 
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Abbreviations 
ABL ablative case 
ACC accusative case 
ALL allative case 
ANIM animate 
C consonant 
CL classifier 
COM comitative case 
CONJ conjunction 
CP conjunctive participle 
DAT dative case 
DEF definite 
DIR direct case 
DIST distal 
ELA elative case 
EQ equative copula 
ERG ergative case 
F1, F2, etc. feminine declensional classes 
GEN genitive case 
GHK Greater Hindukush 
HKIA Hindukush Indo-Aryan 
H high tone 
H(L) high tone falling in the first 

segment of the subsequent word 
hf human female declensional 

class in Burushaski 
HL falling tone 
hm human male declensional class 
in Burushaski 
ILL illative case 
IMP imperative mood 
IMPFV imperfective aspect 

INE inessive case 
INF infinitive 
INFR inferential evidential 
INSTR instrumental case 
LH rising tone 
LOC locative case 
M masculine 
M1, M2, etc. masculine declensional classes 
NOM nominative case 
NPM nominal plural marking 
NR nominalizer 
OBL oblique case 
PFV perfective aspect 
PL plural 
POSS possessive 
PRF perfect tense 
PRS present tense 
PTCP participle 
SG singular 
STR strong (of pronouns) 
TOPSH shift topic particle 
V vowel 
VOC vocative case 
x nonhuman animate & concrete 

inanimate declensional class in 
Burushaski 

y abstract inanimate declensional 
class in Burushaski 

1 first person 
3 third person 

  



 
 

Transcription 
For the sake of continuity, all linguistic example sentences and other formal representations in this 
study are transliterated mostly according to orientalist convention. As such, retroflex consonants have 
subscript dots (ḍ [ɖ], c ̣[ʈ͡ ʂ], ẓ [ʐ]), palato-/postalveolar fricatives and affricates have inverted 
circumflexes (š [ʃ], č [t͡ ʃ], ž [ʒ]), long vowels have macrons (ā, ē, ī), nasalized vowels have superscript 
or subsequent tildes depending on the appearance together with other diacritics (ã, ẽ, ĩ; ā~, ē~, ī~), and 
accented syllables have, where known, acute accents (á, é, í). Accent on a single vowel is in this paper 
interchangeable with high tone in tonal languages, which is additionally written as H; in bimoraic 
syllables, accent on the first mora indicates falling tone, written as HL, and accent on the second mora 
indicates rising tone, written as LH.  

Special letters are the voiceless dental affricate c [t͡ s], the semivocalic palatal and bilabial 
approximants y [j] and w [β̞] (similar to English), the near-front vowels ä [æ] and ö [ø], aspiration 
following a plosive h [h], and palatalization ’ [j]. Other speech sounds take their IPA forms, such as the 
velar nasal ŋ, the uvular plosive q and fricatives χ and ʁ, and central vowels əә and ɨ.  
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1. Introduction 
The mountainous region stretching between northwestern–central Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, and 
Kashmir farthest northwest of South Asia covers a wide variety of languages. Regions that in some 
way geographically outline “junctions” between speakers of different languages, such as peninsulas 
and mountains, are instrumental in the occurrence of language diffusion as a result of isolated and 
sustained cultural contact. This is of great interest in areal typology, which is concerned with the 
classification of languages on the basis of observable contact-induced convergence of linguistic traits 
and other areal variables. Syntactic, morphological, lexical or phonological characteristic similarities 
between any two or more languages that can be observed as a consequence of contact between their 
speakers makes areal features. Sometimes regions display significant clusters of languages that share 
several salient areal features; these are known as linguistic areas (also referred to in literature as 
“Sprachbünde,” “language areas,” “adstrata,” inter alia). Mainland Southeast Asia, the Balkans, 
Mesoamerica, ancient Anatolia and South Asia are examples of such. 

The mountainous characterization, genealogical diversity and historical relations between the 
peoples of the Greater Hindukush are only a few of many reasons to further investigate it. Research 
from an areal-typological viewpoint on the fifty-or-so languages spoken in the region is tentative – 
there are extensive grammatical descriptions of less than ten, and some are not yet covered in The 
World Atlas of Language Structures. On the basis of some phonological and lexical features and 
morphosyntactic phenomena, there is nevertheless at least an outline towards a postulation of a 
Central–South Asian linguistic area, microarea or part of greater linguistic areas of Central and South 
Asia. Grammatical features as areal – or sub-areal – features of the Hindukush have not been as 
prevalent in the discussion, for which reason the aim of the present study is to investigate one for the 
purpose of contributing to the body of areal-typological research in the region. The feature studied 
herein is plural marking on common nouns, which has some interesting properties. The purpose is to 
investigate the behavior of nominal plural marking in a sample of languages in the region, and discuss 
whether it might constitute an areal or sub-areal feature. Twelve languages of a set of six genera make 
up the sample analyzed in this comparative study.  

The method is limited to data extraction from existing grammatical descriptions of the pertinent 
languages, based on previous fieldwork. Several grammars are to be consulted in the analysis of the 
nominal plural marking, and the results compiled, compared and discussed. 

Previously to the idea to support the study of languages in and around the Hindukush area, I had no 
personal connection to the field of study. Nonetheless I find the prospect of an expanded areal-
typological documentation of languages in the Greater Hindukush intriguing, and hope to reinforce the 
research made in the field. 
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2. Background 

2.1  Nominal plurality 

2.1.1 Definition 
Nominal plurality refers to the marking of plurality on common nouns (Dryer 2013), as opposed to 
proper nouns, pronouns and the nominally grouped adjectives. The plural is a so-called value of the 
grammatical category of number, and one of the two most basic oppositional parts in number systems 
present in many languages, the other being singular (Corbett 2000: 19–20). Although it lies beyond the 
scope of this paper to thoroughly discuss the definition of grammatical category, it can be defined as a 
coding distinction between conceptual features of meaning pertinent to the count of real-world 
referents. Tense and case, for instance, are other grammatical categories and distinguish between 
temporal concepts and grammatical relations, respectively. An accessible example of number 
distinction in English, where nouns are normally pluralized by taking the suffix -s, is in girl → girls. 

In a number system with a singular–plural opposition, the plural expresses any count of the real-
world referents of a noun larger than one; in languages whose number systems comprise more values, 
such as dual, trial and paucal, however, the plural expresses quantities larger than two, three and 
“some” or “a few,” respectively (Corbett 2000: 25). In some languages, Corbett (2000: 9) explains, 
there is also a general number value, which is distinct from the others in that it may express any 
unspecified quantity. The following example is from the Cushitic language Bayso, in which the noun 
may be interpreted as any number ranging from one to several: 
 
(1) Bayso (Corbett 2000: 11) 

lúban fōfe 
lion.GENERAL watched.1SG 

 ‘I watched (a) lion(s)’ 

2.1.2 Methods of plural marking 
Nouns are marked for plurality by different methods of expression in different languages, or even 
internally, depending on the structure of a language. Corbett (2000: Chapter 5) lists four main varieties 
of the methods of expression, two of which are applicable to common nouns, namely the 
morphological and lexical. Inflection and modification of the stem are morphological methods, and 
suppletion is a lexical method.  

In languages whose primary method of nominal plural marking (NPM) is suffixation, a 
morphological unit is simply added onto the end of the stem of a noun to express the plurality of its 
referent – as attested in Dryer’s (2013) sample, this is one of the most prevalent means of nominal 
plural marking in languages of the world, and as previously mentioned this is true of English as well. 

In languages whose primary method is stem modification, the consonantal structure, vowel quality, 
stress accent position or other feature of a noun stem may be altered in some way to express plurality – 
in some instances, the noun may be entirely reduplicated, though Dryer (2013) defines this rather as a 
separate method of expression than a type of stem modification. In (2), an example of plural formation 
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can be seen from the Yuman–Cochimí Maricopa language, in which stem modification is the primary 
method of plural marking. 
 
(2) Maricopa (Gordon 1986: 29) 
 nchen → nchiin 
 ‘older sibling’ → ‘older siblings’ 
 
There is some stem modification as a plural marker in English as well, e.g. in man → men.  

In languages whose primary method is suppletion, the singular – or basic – form of a noun may be 
entirely replaced by another to express plurality. This is rare, but observable in English e.g. in Mrs. 
(Mistress) → Mmes. (Mesdames) and person → people. 

In some languages that mark nouns for plurality by inflection, it is cumulated – i.e. co-occurring – 
with the marking of other grammatical categories such as gender and case. This can manifest itself in 
specific inflectional classes of nouns whose plural forms may be realized differently from one another 
(Corbett 2000: 143–145) – or which may even express plurality by different methods altogether, for 
instance in one class by strict suffixation and in another by strict stem modification. These are also 
referred to as noun classes, declensional classes, or simply declensions. E.g. the East Slavic Russian 
language has a declensional system, in which there are three general declensions with three genders, 
six cases and two number distinctions. This is exemplified in Table 1 (see e.g. Andrews 2001: 2.2 for a 
more detailed summary). 

Table 1. Some declensional desinences in Russian (Andrews 2001: 28–29). 

 1st declension: ‘window’ 2nd declension: ‘murderer’ 3rd declension: ‘church’ 
 SG PL SG PL SG PL 
NOM okno okna ubiyca ubiycɨ čerkov’ čerkvi 
ACC okno okna ubiycu ubiycɨ čerkov’ čerkvi 
GEN okna okon ubiycɨ ubiyc čerkvi čerkvey 
DAT oknu oknam ubiyce ubiycam čerkvi čerkvyam 
LOC okne oknam ubiyce ubiycax čerkvi čerkvyax 
INSTR oknom oknami ubiycey ubiycami čerkovyu čerkvyami 
 
Declensional classes, and different methods of marking nominal plurality within a single language, 
may differentiate between nouns of varying degrees of animacy (Corbett 2000: 75–78), which will be 
further explained below. 

2.1.3 Obligatoriness of plural marking 

In languages like English, the plural marking of a noun cannot be excluded if plural meaning is 
intended; compare for instance the three little pigs to *the three little pig. This is an indication that 
plural marking is obligatory in English. In many other languages, it is optional, meaning that where 
plurality is normally marked, it simply doesn’t have to be, for various reasons. This differs from 
unconditional non-occurrences of NPM. In (3) an example of plural optionality in the Austronesian 
language Tagalog is given, in which plural meaning may be inferred from the context (Schachter & 
Onates 1972: 111). In (4), the plural is explicated. 
 
(3) Tagalog (Schachter & Onates 1972: 111) 
 nasa mesa ang libro 
 on table DEF book 
 ‘The book(s) is/are on the table.’ 
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(4) nasa mesa ang mga libro 
 on table DEF PL book 
 ‘The books are on the table.’ 
 
The lack of a number distinction in the unmarked form attests to a general number value. 

In a comparison of occurrences of nominal plurality, Haspelmath (2013) assumes a correlation 
between plural marking and animacy, suggesting that nouns of varying degrees of animacy, such as 
those denoting humans, animals and objects, are marked differently in many languages. Corbett (2000: 
56) represents this phenomenon in an animacy hierarchy which follows:  
 

speaker > addressee > 3rd person > kin > human > animate > inanimate 

 
He elaborates that number distinctions in a language necessarily affect a “top segment” of the 
hierarchy, meaning that the obligatory marking of plural on inanimate nouns but non-occurring 
marking on animate nouns, for instance, is impossible (Corbett 2000: 56). In other words, the animacy 
hierarchy affects the obligatoriness dimension in the sense that the obligatoriness of NPM decreases 
along with the level of animacy in languages in which not all nouns are obligatorily marked for plural 
(Corbett 2000: 70, 75). Thus, in Haspelmath (2013) the possible occurrences of nominal plurality are 
categorized as: none; obligatorily occurring with all nouns; optionally occurring with all nouns; 
obligatorily occurring with human nouns only; optionally occurring with human nouns only; and 
obligatorily occurring with human nouns while optionally occurring with inanimate nouns (speaker, 
addressee and 3rd person of course being unaccounted for as they are pronouns or proper nouns).  

2.1.4 Irregularity 
Irregularity is defined as derivatives in any paradigm that deviate from the otherwise prevalent method 
of expression. Suppletive and stem modifying number marking in English, as well as unique 
inflectional forms, is a good example of this: the regular paradigm for NPM is by suffixation of -s, but 
with this method the correct plural formation of words like ‘woman,’ ‘louse’ and ‘foot’ is 
unpredictable (Corbett 2000: 76).  

Corbett (2000: 75) states that irregularities in NPM, in languages whose primary method is 
morphological, correlate with animacy as well as obligatoriness does. Similarly to animacy, 
irregularity is gradational, and in Corbett (2000: 289) represented in an irregularity scale which 
follows: 
 

suppletion > pluralia tantum > stem augments > segmental stem irregularity > stress stem irregularity 
> segmental inflectional irregularity > stress inflectional irregularity > regularity 

 
Thus, irregularity may range from the slighter accent shift to the severer suppletion (e.g. Russian sosná 
‘pine’ → sósnɨ ‘pines’ versus čelovek ‘person’ → ljudi ‘people’) (Corbett 2000: 286–287). It 
correlates with animacy to the extent that suppletion and greater modifications of noun stems primarily 
affect items at the top of the animacy hierarchy. This holds for English, in which the most frequently 
used nouns with irregular plural marking are human or otherwise animate: child → children, ox → 
oxen, mouse → mice (Corbett 2000: 76), sheep → sheep, the previously cited man → men, Mrs. → 
Mmes., etc. 
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2.2  Areal typology 
In addition to linguistic typology, which is concerned with the general structural and functional 
classification of languages, areal typology studies cross-linguistic structural diffusion as a result of 
language contact, and the geographical distribution of any traits shared between languages involved in 
such contact. In languages in close proximity to one another, linguistic features may converge 
(Aikhenvald & Dixon 2001: 1–3; Koptjevskaja–Tamm 2011) – i.e., contact between any two or more 
languages may provoke areal diffusion, or the development of commonalities between them, despite 
genetic diversity. In what direction such a convergence might stir and what linguistic outcome it might 
yield depend greatly on various factors; Siemund (2008) suggests, among others, the time period and 
intensity of the sustenance of contact in a given set of languages, the prestige and social rank of the 
languages and their speakers respectively, and the linguistic structures and general architecture of the 
languages.  

Dahl (2001: 1456) explains further, on the topic of areal typology and areal linguistics, that their 
respective main interests overlap but differ in perspective. I.e., particular phenomena or linguistic traits 
in contiguous languages and the geographical areas they may span across are different reference points 
in related fields of study. Regional clusters of languages that share several salient common traits, so-
called areal features, essentially constitute linguistic areas (Thomason 2000: 311), and are a reference 
point in areal linguistics. Campbell (2006: 3–7) specifies some important, contrasting variables in the 
definition of a linguistic area, such as: the importance of contact-induced change and geographical 
boundary; the minimum amount of languages, language families and language traits required to 
circumstantiate a linguistic area; and evidence of borrowing and structural discrepancy between 
languages included in a given linguistic area and languages of the same family but outside of the 
delimited area, with respect to the relevant trait(s). In e.g. the Indian linguistic area – which is relevant 
to the present study partly considering the prominence of the Indo-Aryan language family in both 
India and the Hindukush – retroflex consonants, echo word formation and the use of classifiers, among 
others, are examples of areal features (Emeneau 1956: 7–11). Echo words are, in essence, 
reduplications with a replacement of a particular segment of the repeated word by another fixed 
segment or with a phonological alteration, which express a sort of saturation or extension of the 
meaning of its referent, such as to mean “and such” or “and that sort of thing” (Williams 2008: 107–
109). Classifiers are additional components in numerative expressions intended to specify the type or 
measure an amount or mass of a referent; in Emeneau’s (1956: 11) English example ‘an acre of land,’ 
acre is a mensural classifier.  

In areal typology, traits such as these in a set of contiguous languages may display a degree of 
salient similarity within a given area, but it is the traits that are the reference point for the research, as 
well as the processes behind the convergence of any of those traits, as opposed to the areas in and of 
themselves. Dahl (2001) delineates some important factors involved in the processes of areal 
diffusion, in addition to Siemund’s, such as: migration routes, historical relations, bilingualism and the 
physical, environmental outline of the area around which a set of languages may be spoken (such as 
isolation in mountains), all affecting the convergence and diversity of areal features. It is important too 
to be mindful of features that are universal, features that are only coincidentally similar and features 
that are distantly genetically related, which all risk being misconstrued as areal features.  

This paper employs an areal-typological perspective in the study of nominal plurality as a feature of 
the Greater Hindukush, with respect to contact patterns between speakers of the different languages 
spoken in the region. 
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2.3  The Greater Hindukush 

2.3.1 Geography 

The Hindukush mountain range stretches approximately from northwestern–central Afghanistan 
through the bounds of northern Pakistan, the Wakhan Corridor of northeastern Afghanistan and 
southern Tajikistan. In areal-typological studies of the area, as will be pointed out in Section 2.3.3, 
greater parts of the Himalayan arc, Afghanistan and India are typically incorporated, for which reason 
it is referred to rather as a Greater Hindukush, or GHK, than simply “Hindukush” in the working 
study. A map of the area, which is largely based on a map by Henrik Liljegren, is given in Figure 1. 
The principal areas of the Greater Hindukush are the Chitral, Upper Dir, Kohistan, Peshawar and Swat 
districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa northernmost of Pakistan, the self-administered Gilgit–Baltistan east 
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, parts of the Badakhshan, Nuristan, Kunar, Laghman and Nangarhar as well 
as a farther reach through the more central provinces of Afghanistan west of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 
and the disputed territory of Jammu and Kashmir in northwestern India. 
 

 
Figure 1. Map of the Greater Hindukush region. 

2.3.2 Language situation 
Some fifty languages are spoken in the Greater Hindukush. The predominant language family is the 
disputed sub-group of Indo-Aryan sometimes designated “Dardic,” a controversial geographical 
classification with some twenty affiliated languages scattered across an area from Nangarhar, Nuristan 
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and Kunar of eastern Afghanistan, through Chitral and Gilgit–Baltistan, to Kashmir.1 Significantly few 
“non-Dardic” Indo-Aryan languages reach up from the Indian subcontinent, with the remarkable 
Domaki being spoken as high up on the map as in the Hunza Valley of Gilgit–Baltistan together with 
the likewise remarkable language isolate Burushaski, which is also spoken in Nagar and Yasin of 
northern Pakistan and Jammu and Kashmir. Half a dozen Nuristani languages are spoken in Nuristan 
of Afghanistan, and a few more Iranian languages in eastern and northern Afghanistan as well as 
significant parts of Pakistan. Southern Uzbek and Kyrgyz are two Turkic languages that are spoken in 
the region, in Badakhshan of Afghanistan, and Balti and Purik are two Tibeto-Burman languages that 
are spoken in Gilgit–Baltistan and Indian-held Kashmir respectively.  

The Iranian language Pashto is spoken as far north on the map as in the Swat district of 
northwestern–central Pakistan, and has reportedly been acquired as an L2 of many speakers of 
languages native to the mountain highlands and functioned as the lingua franca of the area (Baart 
1999: 1–2), unlike in the eastern parts of the Hindukush, where it is one of many minority languages 
and speakers of other languages may be more inclined to acquire Khowar, Shina or Burushaski 
(Weinreich 2010: 45–48). 

 The languages of the GHK region are listed in Table 2, and their ISO 639-3 codes given in square 
brackets. 

Table 2. Languages of the Greater Hindukush. 

Indo-European 
 Indo-Iranian 
  Indo-Aryan 
    Domaki [dmk] 
    Gojri [gju] 
    Northern Hindko [hno] 
    Pahari [phr] 
   Hindukush Indo-Aryan (“Dardic”) 
     Bateri [btv] 
     Brokskat [bkk] 
     Chilisso [clh] 
     Dameli [dml] 
     Gawarbati [gwt] 
     Gawri [gwc] 
     Gowro [gwf] 
     Grangali [nli] 
     Indus Kohistani [mvy] 
     Kalasha [kls] 
     Kalkoti [xka] 
     Kashmiri [kas] 
     Khowar [khw] 
     Kohistani Shina [plk] 
     Kundal Shahi [shd] 
     Northeast Pashai [aae] 
     Northwest Pashai [glh] 
     Palula [phl] 
     Sawi [sdg] 

                                                        
1 Following Liljegren’s (2008: 31) example, the designation Hindukush Indo-Aryan, or HKIA, is preferred 

in this study over “Dardic” to differentiate the Hindukush-specific Indo-Aryan languages from those of 
greater prominence in India. 
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     Shina [scl] 
     Shumashti [sts] 
     Southeast Pashai [psi] 
     Southwest Pashai [psh] 
     Tirahi [tra] 
     Torwali trw] 
     Ushojo [ush] 
     Wotapuri-Katarqalai [wsv] 
  Iranian 
    Dari [prs] 
    Hazaragi [haz] 
    Ishkashimi [isk] 
    Munji [mnj] 
    Northern Pashto [pbu] 
    Parachi [prc] 
    Sanglechi [sgy] 
    Shughni [sgh] 
    Wakhi [wbl] 
    Yidgha [ydg] 
  Nuristani 
    Ashkun [ask] 
    Kamviri [xvi] 
    Kati [bsh] 
    Prasuni [prn] 
    Tregami [trm] 
    Waigali [wbk] 
Sino-Tibetan 
 Tibeto-Burman 
   Balti [bft] 
   Purik [prx] 
Turkic 
 Western Turkic 
   Kyrgyz [kir] 
 Eastern Turkic 
   Southern Uzbek [uzs] 
[Isolate] 
  Burushaski [bsk] 

2.3.3 Previous research 

There are grammatical descriptions of languages in the region of varying compass and accuracy, and 
more exhaustive descriptions of fewer than ten. Georg Morgenstierne’s work on the Indo-Iranian 
languages of Afghanistan and Pakistan from the early 1920’s and onwards is considered a benchmark 
in the linguistic studies of the area, and has provided tentative grammars of languages such as the 
Nuristani Ashkun, Prasuni and Waigali, the Iranian Pashto, Sanglechi, Wakhi and Yidgha, and the 
Hindukush Indo-Aryan Dameli, Gawri, Palula and Torwali. Other early accounts of Nuristani, Iranian, 
Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman languages, as well as the curious isolate Burushaski, have been 
provided by authors like John Davidson, Donatus James Thomond O’Brien, Rev. Thomas G. Bailey 
and Lt. David L. R. Lorimer. More recent studies include but are not limited to resumptions of such 
preliminarily studied languages, such as the doctoral theses on Eastern Burushaski by Yoshioka 
Noboru (2012), Dameli by Emil Perder (2013), Kalasha by Elena Bashir (1988), Palula by Henrik 
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Liljegren (2008) and Purik by Marius Zemp (2013). Other grammatical descriptions, which have just 
as greatly contributed to the linguistic account of the Greater Hindukush, are Ruth L. Schmidt and 
Razwal Kohistani’s of Kohistani Shina (2008), Almuth Degener’s of Waigali (1998), Habibullah 
Tegey and Barbara Robson’s of Pashto (1996), Omkar N. Koul’s works on Kashmiri (2005; Koul & 
Wali 2006), Joan L. G. Baart’s works on Gawri (1997; 1999; 2003) and Hermann Berger’s three-
volume Die Burushaski-Sprache von Hunza und Nager (1998). 

Previous areal-typological research in the area often integrates the Western Himalaya, northern 
Afghanistan, greater part of Pakistan and Indian-administered Kashmir due to some areal features in 
the mountain highlands marking a larger “transit zone between South and Central Asia,” as Tikkanen 
(2008) suggests with respect to a phonological intersection of South Asian retroflex plosives and 
Central Asian uvular plosives, among other features. Liljegren (2014) also discusses a “Greater 
Hindukush” with respect to the alignments of grammatical relations in Indo-Aryan languages, defined 
too as a border between South and Central Asia in which languages of the Iranian, Turkic and Sino-
Tibetan genera, in addition to Indo-Aryan, are spoken. Masica (2005: 170) and Bashir (2003) touch on 
the importance of historical cultural contact between South and Central Asia and isolation due to the 
mountainous composition of their meeting point, as described in Section 2.2, the “Dardic” designation 
of the sub-group of Indo-Aryan being wholly defined by areal features native to the highlands of the 
Hindukush. In her 1988 dissertation, Bashir also sequentially details migration and trade relationships 
between groups of speakers of Indo-Aryan, Iranian, Tibeto-Burman, Turkic, Nuristani and Dravidian 
languages, that have given rise to some convergence between them, linking the linguistic areas of 
Central and South Asia to one another (Bashir 1988: 401–403, 420–421). Because these previously 
discussed areal features of the Hindukush mountains often extend beyond its geographical contour, 
“Hindukush” is not a popular designation in areal typology.  

2.4  Purpose 
Some linguistic – though few grammatical – feature isoglosses in and around the Hindukush mountain 
range have been observed and discussed. The purpose of this study is to analyze the plural marking on 
nouns in a sample of languages spoken in the Greater Hindukush, to compare them to one another, and 
to relate them to languages worldwide as attested in The World Atlas of Language Structures. This is 
to determine whether they display structural similarities that could constitute areal or sub-areal 
features of the area. The main research questions for each language are: 

• How is nominal plurality marked? 
• Is nominal plural marking obligatory?  
• Are there any exceptional or deviating peculiarities in the nominal plural marking in the 

languages? 
• Do these aspects of nominal plurality show any viable areal patterns? 
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3. Method and data 

3.1  Language sample 
To get an all-encompassing view of plural marking in languages of the Greater Hindukush region as a 
whole, the languages studied have been limited to twelve, on the basis of geographical equidistance 
and genealogical variance representative of the region. The sample is given in Table 3, with alternate 
language names in parentheses. 
Table 3. GHK language sample. 

Indo-European 
 Indo-Iranian 
  Indo-Aryan 
    Domaki (Ḍomaakí) [dmk] 
   HKIA 
     Dameli [dml] 
     Gawri (Kalami, Kalam Kohistani, Bashkarik) [gwc] 
     Kalasha [kls] 
     Kashmiri [kas] 
     Kohistani Shina [plk] 
  Iranian 
    Northern Pashto (Northeastern/Ningraharian/Pekhawar/Yusufzai Pashto, Pakhto) [pbu] 
    Wakhi [wbl] 
  Nuristani 
    Kati (Bashgali) [bsh] 
Sino-Tibetan 
 Tibeto-Burman 
   Purik (Burig) [prx] 
Turkic 
 Eastern Turkic 
   Southern Uzbek [uzs] 
[Isolate] 
  Burushaski [bsk] 
 
The geographical distribution of the sample is further illustrated in Figure 2 on page 11 (cf. Figure 1 
on page 6). The point of the sample is to include enough languages to rule out the possibility that sheer 
chance is the underlying factor in any surface areal correlations, but also to provide a limited focal 
point for the study of the whole area, as opposed to every single language spoken within it 
individually. The predominance of Indo-Aryan languages in the area is represented in the sample as 
well, by six languages – five out of which are exclusive to the Hindukush – as opposed to the other 
one or two per language family. Due to the HKIA languages spanning across several national borders 
in the area and being contiguous with other languages of the GHK, the area is, as previously 
mentioned, not interchangeable with “Hindukush,” but mostly covered by the mountain range and 
partly by surrounding areas in Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, as well as Western Himalaya and 
Karakoram. 
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Figure 2. The language sample and the locations of the languages. 

3.2  Data 
This material in this study is limited to existing grammatical descriptions of the selected languages, 
based on previous fieldwork. No new fieldwork has been conducted in the study to extract samples of 
the plural marking systems of the languages; the method by which it has been executed is analytic, 
comparative and contingent upon existing data. The sources are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. Works consulted in the analysis of nominal plurality in the selected languages. 

Kalasha Heegård 2006a, 2006b; Bashir 1988 
Dameli Perder 2013; Morgenstierne 1942 
Gawri Baart 1999 
Kohistani Shina Schmidt & Kohistani 2008 
Kashmiri Koul 2003; Koul & Wali 2006 
Domaki Tikkanen 2011; Weinreich 2011 
Northern Pashto Tegey & Robson 1996; Twist & David 2013 
Wakhi Bashir 2009; Morgenstierne 1938 
Southern Uzbek Boeschoten 1998; Beckwith 1998; Bodrogligeti 2003; Ismatulla & Clark 1992 
Kati Davidson 2001 [1902]; Arkadiev 2008 
Burushaski Yoshioka 2012; Grune 1998; Munshi in progress 
Purik Zemp 2013; Bailey 1920 
 
No helpful data could be found on Northern Pashto – MacKenzie (1959: 231) explains however that 
the morphological differences between the major Pashto dialects are “comparatively few and 
unimportant”; Miller’s (2013) elaboration on the dialectal differences delineates mostly phonological 
such, which are indeed of little interest in this study. Miller (2013: 34) distinguishes the Southwestern, 
Southeastern, Northwestern and Northeastern dialects collectively as “General Pashto” from the 
Middle Waziri and Dzadrani dialects. For this reason, Twist & David’s chapter Nouns in David’s 
Descriptive grammar of Pashto and its dialects (2013) and Tegey & Robson’s A reference grammar 
of Pashto (1996) have been used for Northern Pashto.  

Wakhi has dialectal differences that are similarly mostly phonological and will therefore not be paid 
attention to in this study.  
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No helpful data could be found on Southern Uzbek – Beckwith’s article Noun specification and 
classification in Uzbek (1998) presents a small account of lexical differences between the major 
Tashkent dialect and the Shahran dialect, as spoken in the Shahran village of the Badakhshan Province 
of Afghanistan. In all other regards, Boeschoten’s chapter Uzbek (1998) and Bodrogligeti’s An 
academic reference grammar of modern literary Uzbek (2003) have been used for Southern Uzbek, 
and Beckwith’s article complementarily. 

Burushaski has some noteworthy dialectal differences, mainly between the Hunza, Nagar, Yasin and 
Jammu & Kashmir variants. Munshi (2006: 228) explains that those between the Jammu & Kashmir 
dialect and the Yasin and Hunza–Nagar dialects collectively are mostly phonological and lexical, and 
the differences that do concern nominal inflection (2006: 243) are mostly formal and not structural, 
and thus of little interest in this study. What Yoshioka (2012: 2–3) deems Eastern (Hunza–Nagar) and 
Western (Yasin) Burushaski will therefore be treated collectively as Burushaski in this study. For 
Burushaski, Yoshioka’s dissertation A reference grammar of Eastern Burushaski (2012) has mostly 
been used, alongside Grune’s work Burushaski: An extraordinary language in the Karakoram 
Mountains (1998) and Munshi’s A grammatical sketch of Hunza Burushaski (in progress) 
complementarily. 

3.3  Analysis 
All relevant information on the marking of nominal plurality in each language has been extracted from 
the grammars and articles and listed in the order of primary method of expression, the status of 
obligatoriness, formal manifestation, conditions (e.g. cumulation with gender and case marking, 
morphophonemic variance and declensions), and finally any interesting peculiarities. Because there 
may be countless exceptions to the rule of plural marking in some languages, and alternative ways to 
indicate plurality, the methods of expression2 listed in the data sources as most frequent have been 
analyzed as the primary means of NPM in the languages, and languages in which an additional method 
is particularly frequent besides a primary means have been analyzed as having more than one notable 
method. An exceptional method for a small group of nouns such as kinship terms or irregular words is 
not considered as notable. More details on the analysis of the language data are given in Section 5.1. 

The results have also been summarized. Speculations as to the reasons for any patterns in the results 
and further comparisons thereof are reserved for discussion in Section 5.2.  

                                                        
2 Henceforth intermittently shortened to method or means. 
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4. Results 

4.1  Nominal plurality in the languages 
Descriptions of the nominal plurality in each of the twelve languages are given below, in the order of 
primary method of expression, obligatoriness, formal representation, conditions and possible 
peculiarities. In Section 4.2 a summary of the generalized structural features of the languages follows. 

4.1.1 Kalasha [kls] 
Nominal plurality in Kalasha is marked by suffixation, and is according to Heegård (2006a: 56–57) 
optional in the nominative case. Plural marking on nouns in the nominative case, unstressed -an and 
stressed -án, is reserved for specific categories of human animates; among those mentioned by Bashir 
(1988: 40) and Heegård (2006a: 56–57) are terms denoting kinship, divinity and certain authority or 
esteem. Examples are moc ‘man, person’ → mocan ‘people,’ gaḍérak ‘elder leader’ → gaḍérakan 
‘elders’ / gaḍerakán ‘council’ and dehár ‘shaman’ → deháran ‘shamans’). In the vast majority of 
remaining nouns in the nominative case, the plural is, as well as the singular, unmarked; i.e., there is 
no formal distinction between the two. In the oblique case, there is such a distinction, and the plural 
markers, -an and -ón, may attach to inanimate as well as animate nouns, respectively. Bashir (1988: 
40) lists -in as a variant oblique plural marker, however Heegård (2006b: 32) lists it separately as an 
oblique plural ending in quantifiers and distributive adjectives only. 

The plural optionality in the nominative case is illustrated below, with the plural marking being 
omitted in (5) and explicated for emphasis in (6) (Heegård 2006a: 57). 
 
(5) brụ́~a ásta ek kaḷaṣagróm tará musulmán ásta á-an 
 Brun also a Kalasha.village there Muslim-Ø also be.ANIM-PRS.3PL 
 ‘Brun is also a Kalasha village, there are also Muslims there.’ 
 
(6) bo ziád musulman-án ásta á-an ziád musulman-án 
 many very Muslim-NOM.PL also be.ANIM-PRS.3PL very Muslim-NOM.PL 
 á-an  darazgurú     
 be.ANIM-PRS.3PL Darazguru     
 ‘there are very many Muslims, many Muslims are there, at Darazguru’ 
 
Kinship terms are marked with a separate morpheme, in Bashir (1988: 40) suggested as -autŕ, whereas 
Heegård (2006a: 56) remarks that the possessive kinship suffix -ai/-ei seemingly doubles as the 
kinship noun plural. Heegård (2006a: 57; 2006b: 45) also notes a reduplication of the nominative 
plural marker, -ánan – occurring only with the nouns farangí ‘European,’ khonzá ‘young nobleman’ 
and wazír ‘minister,’ a semantic application for which he can’t explain. There is also an occurrence of 
a reduplication of full nouns that necessarily pluralizes them, but has little to do with plurality in 
practice. This is the replacement of the first consonant of the repeated word by /m/ to form an echo 
word (Heegård 2006a: 61), which extends the meaning of the referent such as to mean “and things like 
that.” Heegård (2006a: 62) gives the example au ‘food’ → aumau ‘food and so.’ The relevance of 
echo word formation here will be briefly discussed in Section 4.2.  
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4.1.2 Dameli [dml] 

Nominal plurality in Dameli is marked by suffixation and is according to Perder (2013: 55–57) 
optional. Morgenstierne (1942: 133) noted before Perder disclosed the number optionality that the 
singular and plural inflections of nouns in Dameli appeared identical, with a reservation for the limited 
language data. As the plural marking, -nam, is optional and described by Perder (2013: 56) as the only 
overt number distinction in nouns, the unmarked “singular” appears to in fact be general, that is void 
of a specified amount whether singular or plural. Perder (2013: 56) exemplifies the number optionality 
in (7), where the numerals specify a quantity of children as opposed to one, and it is inferred from the 
context and based on their quantity that they don’t help pick up a single pear but many. In (8) the 
plural is explicated. 
 
(7) dāra g-ā ba dū trā zātak āc-i 
 fall go-PFV.3.SG.M TOPSH two three child come-CP 
 tas-a mili ṭāŋgu ral ku-nun  
 3.SG.ANIM.DIST-LOC with pear up do-IMPFV.3.PL  
 ‘After [the boy] falls down, two or three children come and pick up the pears with him.’ 
 
(8) wāpas āc-i bāra āc-i ta pāi mili 
 back come-CP away come-CP PTCP boy with 
 madad kur-i tē ṭāŋgu-nam ral ku-nun 
 help do-CP that pear-PL up do-IMPFV.3.PL 
 ‘Returning back, coming from afar, they help the boy pick up the pears.’ 
 
Nouns in Dameli lack declensional classes with the exception of a specific category of human, 
similarly to Kalasha (Perder 2013: 55). Kinship terms are the exception, being mostly inflected with a 
unique plural marker, -sū, and a few with irregular suffixation and stem modification (such as brā 
‘brother’ → brādi ‘brothers,’ pas ‘sister’ → pasari ‘sisters’ and ištrii ‘wife’ → aštrakā ‘wives’). In 
some nouns loaned from Pashto, the Pashto plural suffixes, -ān and -una, are retained (Perder 2013: 
57). Dameli also shares with Kalasha the echo word formation with replacement of the initial segment 
by /m/ (Perder 2013: 187). 

4.1.3 Gawri [gwc] 

Nominal plurality in Gawri is marked by modification of the tone as well as the vowel height, 
backness and roundedness of the noun stems. Nominal plural marking is according to Baart (1999: 73) 
obligatory.  

Exactly how the noun forms change in the plural depend on their morphophonological makeup and 
gender. For instance, in the feminine noun nä́n ‘river’ the near-frontal vowel /ä/ changes to a close 
frontal /i/, and the high tone (H) of the word marked by the acute accent changes to a falling tone from 
high to low (HL), which renders níin ‘rivers’ (Baart 1999: 14, 35). Other rules for stem modification 
and melodic change in NPM will not be further listed, as it is improvident and unimportant for the 
purposes of this study. 

Suffixation occurs in Gawri on kinship nouns, with the plural marker -ū – in masculine nouns often 
in combination with vocalic and tonal change. There are also two plural desinences loaned from 
Persian and Pashto, -ǟn and -ūnä (Baart 1999: 37). 

Baart (1999: 35) explains that the inflection of the unmarked nominative singular form of nouns is 
interpreted either as oblique singular, nominative plural or oblique plural. I.e., the inflected form of a 
noun is marked by a fusion of plural number and oblique case, realized as one and the same tone 
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and/or vowel change, in which either function separately or both simultaneously may be intended. The 
one example of a three-way distinction is ís ‘woman’ (nominative/oblique singular) → isáal HL 
‘women’ (nominative plural) → isä́äl HL ‘women’ (oblique plural) (Baart 1999: 35). This is also one 
out of two words which are not kinship nouns but marked for plural by suffixation rather than stem 
modification, the other being míš (H(L)) ‘man’ → mīšä́äl ‘men’ (Baart 1999: 37). 

Gawri shares with Kalasha and Dameli echo word formation with replacement of the repeated 
word’s initial consonant with /m/ (Baart 1999: 74). 

4.1.4 Kohistani Shina [plk] 

Nominal plurality in Kohistani Shina is marked by suffixation. The status of obligatoriness of NPM in 
the language is not discussed in Schmidt & Kohistani (2008).  

There is no universal form attached at the end of every occurrence of any noun; the NPM is 
governed by the morphophonemics, gender and case of their declensional class. The Kohistani Shina 
genders are masculine and feminine, and they have three declensions each, whose vocalic endings 
each render a different plural ending (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 40). The declensional classes and 
some of the suffixes are listed and their use exemplified below in Table 5 (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 
42–48). 

Table 5. Kohistani Shina declensions, suffixes and word examples. 

 Description SG suffix PL suffix Example 
M1 Masculine nouns 

ending in short, 
mostly unaccented 
vowels. 

NOM -o, -u 
OBL -a 

NOM -a 
OBL -o 

NOM aẓo ‘cloud’ → aẓa ‘clouds’ 
OBL aẓa → aẓo 
NOM čhúbu ‘fish’ → čhúba ‘fish’ 
OBL čhúba → čhúbo 

M2 Masculine nouns 
ending in long, 
accented vowels. 

-oó, -oo, -áa, -úu, -á, 
-ú 

NOM -e 
OBL -ó, -oe, -óo, 
-oó, -ooe, -oóe 

NOM bachoó ‘calf’ → bachóe ‘calves’ 
OBL bachó/bachoó → bachoó 
NOM mušáa ‘man’ → mušée ‘men’ 
OBL mušá/mušáa → mušóo 

M3 Masculine nouns 
which are 
unmarked, i.e. 
ending in a 
consonant. 

NOM -Ø 
OBL -a 

NOM -i 
OBL -o 

NOM don ‘tooth’ → dódi ‘teeth’ 
OBL dóda → dódo 

F1 Feminine nouns 
ending in short, 
unaccented vowels. 

-i NOM -e 
OBL -o 

NOM ráati ‘night’ → ráatye ‘nights’ 
OBL ráati → ráatyo 

F2 Feminine nouns 
ending in long, 
accented vowels. 

-íi, -ií, -í NOM -e 
OBL -ó, -óo 

NOM bherií ‘wasp’ → bheryée ‘wasps’ 
OBL bherí → bheryó 

F3 Feminine nouns 
which are 
unmarked. 

NOM -Ø 
OBL -a 

NOM -a 
OBL -o 

NOM yṍõṣ ‘mill’ → yṍõẓa ‘mills’ 
OBL yṍõẓa → yṍõẓo 

 
In M1 nouns and monosyllabic F1 nouns, the plural desinences replace the singulars, rather than attach 
onto them as in all other declensions. In F1 and F2 nouns, the variant -i endings are gender-specific, 
and are phonologically conditioned by additional plural endings, as demonstrated e.g. in bherií ‘wasp’ 
→ bheryée ‘wasps.’  

There are significant irregularities in the declensions. The M2 noun hyúu ‘heart,’ for instance, is 
pluralized as hyúui ‘hearts’ in the nominative and hyúu/híi → hyúu in the oblique, whereas the M2 
gugúu ‘anklebone’ is pluralized as gugwíi ‘anklebones’ in the nominative and gugúu → gugúu in the 
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oblique. Nouns that are irregular may even behave in accordance with one declensional class when 
inflected for a particular case, but in accordance with another in all other instances; or, their stems may 
be modified in the oblique and in the plural. Kinship terms are unsurprisingly a notable such category 
of nouns, and they have alternate stems in the oblique singular as well as the plural and behave as 
different declensions depending on the inflection (2008: 45–48). E.g. M3 puc ̣‘son’ behaves as M2 in 
the plural, in which its stem is modified: nominative singular puc,̣ oblique singular pucạ́, nominative 
plural phyeé, oblique plural phyoó ‘sons’; and F3 céi ‘woman, wife’ behaves as F2 in the oblique and 
plural, in which its stem is modified: NOM singular céi, OBL singular ciyé, NOM plural ciyée, OBL plural 
ciyóo ‘women, wives’ (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 45, 47–48).  

Kohistani Shina shares with Kalasha, Dameli and Gawri the strategy of echo word formation 
(Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 79). 

4.1.5 Kashmiri [kas] 
Nominal plurality in Kashmiri is marked by modification of the vowel quality and articulatory features 
of noun stems or simultaneous stem modification and suffixation. The status of obligatoriness of NPM 
in the language is not discussed in the literature.  

All feminine nouns suffix -i or -ɨ in the plural. The morphophonemic rules that otherwise govern the 
change of the basic singular forms of Kashmiri nouns into plurals depend on their phonological 
environment, gender and syllabic structure (Koul 2003: 907; Koul & Wali 2006: 29). They are 
summarized and exemplified in Table 6 (Koul & Wali 2006: 29–31). 

Table 6. Rules for plural formation in Kashmiri.  

Syllabic 
structure 

Gender Morphophonemics Example 

CVC(C) Masculine The close-mid back vowel /o/ is 
centralized, the final consonant is 
palatalized, and the close back /u/ does 
not change. 
 

mōl ‘father’ → mə̄әl’ ‘fathers’ 
gur ‘horse’ → gur’ ‘horses’ 
 

The central /a/ does not change. khar ‘donkey(s)’ 

Feminine All vowels are opened, and final 
retroflex consonants are palatalized. 

ləәṭ ‘tail’ → lači ‘tails’ 
ləәnḍ ‘branch’ → lanǰi ‘branches’ 
nāv ‘boat’ → nāvɨ ‘boats’ 

(C)VCVC Masculine The second vowel is centralized, and the 
final consonant is palatalized. 

lachul ‘broom’ → lachɨl’ ‘brooms’ 

The penultimate /u/ changes to /a/. gagur ‘mouse’ → gagar ‘mice’ 
ōluv ‘potato’ → ōlav ‘potatoes’ 

Feminine The penultimate /ɨ/ is dropped. gagɨr ‘rat’ → gagri ‘rats’ 
 
Koul & Wali (2006: 28) note an absence of a distinction between the singular and plural forms in 
some nouns, including mass nouns, body part terms, and English and Hindi-Urdu borrowings that end 
in a consonant.  
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4.1.6 Domaki [dmk] 

Nominal plurality in Domaki is marked by suffixation or simultaneous suffixation and modification of 
the vowel quality and accent of noun stems, and is according to Weinreich (2011: 6) obligatory.  

There is a great deal of formal variance in the plural suffixation in Domaki, depending on the 
morphophonology, gender, case, syllabic structure and accent position of the declensional classes of 
nouns (Weinreich 2011: 6). Tikkanen (2011: 207–208) lists a total of twenty-three declensions, the 
plurals of which are distributed among nine case endings – the nominative, instrumental-ergative, 
general oblique, dative, genitive, ablative, inessive-illative, elative and vocative. All forms will not be 
listed, as it is improvident and unimportant for the purposes here, but a summary of the declensions, 
their suffixes and word examples specifically in the nominative case are listed in Table 7 (Tikkanen 
2011: 208–210).  

Table 7. Plural formation in the nominative case in Domaki. 

 Description Accent 
shift: 

Vowel 
change: 

PL 
suffix 

Example 

1 Masculine nouns ending in 
consonants. 

 

no no -a 
 

maníš ‘man’ → maníša ‘men’ 
kiróoy ‘basket’→ kiráaya ‘baskets’ 
múu ‘face’ → múuwa ‘faces’ 
hoṭ ‘bone’ → háḍa ‘bones’ 

2 yes no 
3 yes yes 
4 Masculine nouns ending in -ú,  

-áu, -áo, -aúu or -éu. 
no no 

5 Masculine nouns ending in -ú 
or -úu. 

yes no 

6 Masculine nouns ending in -á 
or -o. 

no no -e, -é jóṭo ‘boy’ → jóṭe ‘boys’ 

7 Masculine nouns ending in  
-óo. 

no yes -ŋa móo ‘month’ → máaŋa ‘months’ 

9 Masculine nouns ending in -a,  
-á(a) or -o. 

no no -ŋa pāšáa ‘king’ → pāšáaŋa ‘kings’ 
 

10 Masculine nouns ending in -a,  
-á or -é. 

no no -āŋa,  
-áaŋa 

ya ‘heart’ → yáaŋa ‘hearts’ 
bába ‘father’ → bábāŋa ‘fathers’ 

11 Masculine nouns ending in  
-óo. 

yes yes -Ø póo ‘foot’ → páa ‘feet’ 

13 Feminine nouns ending in 
consonants or -a. 

no no -oŋ baríš ‘year’ → baríšoŋ ‘years’ 
14 yes no -óŋ ṣapíka ‘bread’ → ṣapikóŋ ‘breads’ 
15 no no -iŋ báaṣ ‘language’ → báaṣiŋ ‘languages’ 
16 yes no -íŋ agúla ‘finger’ → agulíŋ ‘fingers’ 
17 Feminine nouns ending in -i. no no -ŋa phúŋi ‘mustache’ → phúŋiŋa ‘mustaches’ 
18 no no -ŋ babaí ‘apple’ → babaíŋ ‘apples’ 

ač ‘eye’ → aččhíŋ ‘eyes’ 19 no no 
20 Feminine nouns ending in  

-óoi or -áai. 
yes no jóoi ‘woman’ → joíŋ ‘women’ 

gáai ‘cow’ → gaíŋ ‘cows’ 
 
No plural forms of nouns of declensions 8, 12, 21 and 22 are explicit in Tikkanen (2011: 208), for 
which reason they are excluded in Table 7. Declension 23 is reserved for masculine and feminine 
nouns in the so-called “limited plural,” marked by the suffix -āre and shortening of the stem, which 
denotes paucality or a specified group of things, e.g. in jóṭo ‘boy’ → jóṭāre ‘some boys, a [particular] 
group of boys’ (Tikkanen 2011: 205, 208). The plural suffixes of declensions 6, 10 and 13–16 replace 
the vocalic endings of nouns, whereas those of all other declensions attach onto them. Nouns of the 
11th declension are suffixless in the plural. Vocalic stem modification in addition to suffixation is 
observed in declensions 3, 7 and 11. 
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A separate element is suffixed to kinship nouns with modification to the stem, preceding the regular 
case suffixes, as in pía ‘father’ → píāra ‘fathers,’ biráaya ‘brother’ → biráara ‘brothers,’ máaya 
‘mother’ → mēríŋ ‘mothers,’ día ‘daughter’ → dīríŋ ‘daughters’ and béen ‘sister’ → bendiríŋ ‘sisters’ 
(Tikkanen 2011: 211). 

4.1.7 Northern Pashto [pbu] 
Nominal plurality in Northern Pashto is marked by suffixation. The status of obligatoriness of NPM in 
the language is not discussed in the literature. 

The plural forms depend on the animacy, gender and case of the declensions of nouns (Tegey & 
Robson 1996: 46). The direct and oblique cases are distinguished, and the masculine and feminine 
genders. The final segments of some noun stems and the initial segments of some suffixes are subject 
to some morphophonemic change when pluralized (Twist & David 2013: 52), e.g. as in the excrescent 
/g/ before the plural suffix -á̄n(o) in nouns that end in vowels. The declensions, their suffixes and word 
examples are given in Table 8 (Tegey & Robson 1996: 47–56).  

Table 8. (Northern) Pashto declensions, suffixes and word examples. 

 Description PL suffix Example 
M1 Masculine, animate nouns, 

mostly denoting people and 
animals. 

DIR -á̄n 
OBL -á̄no 

DIR šāgə́әrd ‘student’ → šāgə́әrdá̄n ‘students’ 
OBL šāgə́әrd → šāgə́әrdá̄no 

M2 Masculine, inanimate nouns. DIR -úna 
OBL -úno 

DIR kor ‘house’ → koruna ‘houses’ 
OBL kor → korúno 

M3 Masculine, animate as well as 
inanimate nouns, in which the 
plural replaces the singular. 

DIR -i 
OBL -o 

DIR məәlgə́әray ‘friend’ → məәlgə́әri ‘friends’ 
OBL məәlgə́әri → məәlgə́әro 
DIR paṭkáy ‘turban’ → paṭkí ‘turbans’ 
OBL paṭkí → paṭkó 

M4 Masculine nouns ending in 
vowels. 

DIR -gá̄n 
OBL -gá̄no 

DIR pāṛú ‘snake charmer’ → pāṛugá̄n ‘snake charmers’ 
OBL pāṛú → pāṛugá̄no 

F1 Feminine, animate nouns, 
mostly denoting people and 
animals, in which the plural 
replaces the singular. 

DIR -e 
OBL -o 

DIR xə́әdza ‘nurse’ → xə́әdze ‘nurses’ 
OBL xə́әdze → xə́әdzo 

F2 Feminine, animate as well as 
inanimate nouns. 

DIR -Ø,  
-á̄ne 
OBL -o,  
-á̄no 

DIR koranə́әy ‘family’ → koranə́әy, koranəәygá̄ne, 
koranyá̄ne ‘families’ 
OBL koranə́әy → koranə́әyo, koranəәygá̄no, koranyá̄no 

F3 Feminine, inanimate nouns. DIR -we,  
-á̄ne 
OBL -wo,  
-á̄no 

DIR tankhá̄ ‘salary’ → tankhá̄we, tankhāgá̄ne ‘salaries’ 
OBL tankhá̄ → tankhá̄wo, tankhāgá̄no 

 
In M3, F1 and some F2 nouns, the plural suffixes replace the singulars, whereas in the other 
declensions, they attach onto them. Similarly to Kohistani Shina, kinship terms in Pashto make up an 
irregular group of nouns which may behave in accordance with different declensional classes (Tegey 
& Robson 1996: 56; Twist & David 2013: 92–93) and exhibit modifications of the stem in the plural, 
e.g. wror ‘brother’ → DIR wrúna, OBL wrúno ‘brothers,’ aká̄ ‘uncle’ → DIR akāgá̄n, OBL akāgá̄no 
‘uncles’ and mor ‘mother’ → DIR máynde, OBL máyndo ‘mothers’ (Tegey & Robson 1996: 57–58). 

Pashto shares with Kalasha, Dameli, Gawri and Kohistani Shina the strategy of echo word 
formation (Fox & David 2013: 393–396). 
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4.1.8 Wakhi [wbl] 

Nominal plurality in Wakhi is marked by suffixation. The status of obligatoriness of NPM in the 
language is not discussed in the literature. 

The plural suffix as mentioned by Morgenstierne (1938: 487) is -išt, as in χalg ‘person’ → χalgišt 
‘people,’ with some variance observed e.g. in kəәnd ‘woman’ → kəәndiš ‘women.’ Bashir (2009: 828–
829) specifies this as the direct case plural, and mentions an additional form -ev used in the so-called 
simple oblique case, which also precedes the singular suffixes in the so-called focused oblique (-e or -
əәyl-i), dative (-e-r, -əәr(k) or -(r)əәk) and ablative case (-e-n or -əәn) to form their plurals. Examples of 
the use of the direct and ablative plurals are given in (9)–(10) (Bashir 2009: 858). 
 
(9) wungas-išt-əәṣ yɨrk ʁafč  yaw-əәn 
 sparrow-DIR.PL-IMPFV barley much eat-PRS.3PL 
 ‘ . . . the sparrows (can) eat much barley . . . ’ 
 
(10) fasl-əәr c-əәm wungas-v-əәn niyat wos-t 
 crop-DAT from-these sparrow-OBL1.PL-ABL blessing become-PRS.3SG 
 ‘( . . . they pray that) the harvest be blessed by the sparrows.’ 
 
In the following noun phrase given by Bashir (2009: 833) to exemplify the use of numerative 
classifiers in Wakhi, the noun is not marked for plural, though plural meaning is intended: 
 
(11) bist sar tuʁ 
 twenty CL[animal] goat 
 ‘twenty goats’  
 
However, this says little about the status of obligatoriness in the language, as the exclusion of plural 
markers in constructions with numerals occurs in other languages in which NPM is otherwise 
obligatory, e.g. Hungarian (Kenesei, Vago & Fenyvesi 1998: 265, 445). Because the obligatoriness is 
moreover not explicitly discussed in the data on Wakhi, its status is difficult to determine. 

4.1.9  Southern Uzbek [uzs] 
Nominal plurality in Southern Uzbek is marked by suffixation, and is optional. The plural suffix,  
-lar (Boeschoten 1998: 360), is invariant.3 An example of its use is in qiz ‘girl, daughter’ → qizlar 
‘girls, daughters’ (Ismatulla & Clark 1992: xi). 

 Similarly to Wakhi, there are phrases in Uzbek in which the noun is not marked for plural, as in 
(12), given by Beckwith (1998: 133) to exemplify the extensive use of classifiers in the language: 
 
(12) Dehqonboy beš tup meva-li daraχt ek-kan 
 Dehqonboy five CL[plant] fruit-COM tree plant-PRF.3SG 
 ‘Dehqonboy has planted five fruit trees.’ 

                                                        
3 According to Boeschoten (1998: 358), it is disputed whether the difference between [a] and [æ] is 

phonemic or allomorphic. The Latin transliterations of Uzbek, which are more granular than the Cyrillic 
(as used by Bodrogligeti 2003), differ between scholars: e.g. [æ] is represented as a with a superscript 
dot in Boeschoten (1998) but is not distinguished from [a] in Beckwith (1998). To avoid confusion, it is 
neither distinguished in this paper. Note that the suffix -lar is more precisely pronounced as [lɛr] or 
[lær]. 
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Additionally, however, Beckwith (1998: 136) remarks that “classifiable nouns in their isolated form” 
often lack number distinction, and thus may be interpreted as either singular or plural, as in (13): 
 
(13) bor-da qiz yöq 
 exist-LOC girl no 
 ‘There is/are no girl(s) here.’ 
 
Bodrogligeti (2003: 51) further corroborates this by stating that the unmarked singular may indicate 
larger quantities than one, and by giving the example: 
 
(14) dasturχon-ga noq qöy-Ø 
 table-ALL pear put-IMP 
 ‘Put some pears on the table.’4 
 
This is evidence of number generality in the singular form, and plural optionality. 

4.1.10 Kati [bsh] 

Nominal plurality in Kati is marked by suffixation, and does not always occur in the nominative case 
according to Davidson (2001: 5), and is not distinguished in the direct case according to Èdel’man (as 
cited in Arkadiev 2008: 694). The status of obligatoriness of NPM in the language is otherwise not 
discussed in the literature. 

According to Davidson (2001: 2, 5–6), the plural forms differ between cases, dividing between the 
nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, agentive, ablative, locative and vocative functions. Èdel’man 
(as cited in Arkadiev 2008: 691–692) clarifies that the functions are distributed between the direct and 
oblique cases in Kati, which is peculiar to the Pamir and GHK in general. The occurrences of the 
“nominative” case plurals, -ān, -ēn, -in and -an, seem conditional according to Davidson (2001: 5–6), 
unlike the other case forms, -ān, -ōn and -on. There is no number distinction in the direct case 
according to Èdel’man (as cited in Arkadiev 2008: 694), but oblique singulars -a or -e and an oblique 
plural -o that either attach to zero-marked nouns or replace the direct singular (and plural) -i.  

The plural formation is exemplified below: 
Table 9. Plural formation in Kati, and number generality in the direct case (Arkadiev 2008: 694). 

 SG PL SG PL 
Direct case ǰuk ‘girl(s)’ manči ‘man/men’ 
Oblique case ǰuka ‘girl’ ǰuko ‘girls’ manče ‘man’ mančo ‘men’ 
 
In Davidson (2001: 6), the alternative plural mančīān is given besides the singular form. 

4.1.11 Burushaski [bsk] 
Nominal plurality in Burushaski is marked by suffixation or simultaneous suffixation and stem 
modification. The status of obligatoriness of NPM is not discussed in the literature. 

The plural suffixes assume a great variety of forms depending on the declensional class of the 
nouns, as well as their accent position and phonological environment, and even arbitrarily (Yoshioka 
2012: 12, 41). They also include some modification both to the initial segments of the endings and to 
the final segments of the noun stems. It would be improvident to list the exact forms, as they count to 
                                                        
4 The glossing in (13)–(14) is largely based on data on Uzbek grammar retrieved from Ismatulla & Clark 

(1992). 
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between several dozen and a hundred (Grune 1998: 4; Yoshioka 2012: 40; Tiffou, as cited in Munshi 
in progress: 45). However the declensional classes, which are traditionally designated HM, HF, X and Y 
in previous literature on Burushaski (Grune 1998: 3; Yoshioka 2012: 32–33; Munshi in progress: 42), 
and some of their generalized forms are shown and exemplified in Table 10 (Yoshioka 2012: 39–42, 
Appendix II).  
Table 10. Burushaski declensions, some suffixes and word examples. 

 Description PL suffix Example 
h Human nouns.  

-caro, -tiŋ 
  

 
 
 
 

-óŋo 

thám ‘king’ → thámo / thámišo ‘kings’ 
zizí ‘mother’ → zizícaro ‘mothers’ 
píir ‘saint’ → pīráantiŋ ‘saints’ 

x Nonhuman, 
animate and 
concrete, 
inanimate 
nouns. 

  hunzé ‘arrow’ → hunzémuc ‘arrows’ 
gāḍí ‘car’ → gāḍénc / gāḍímuc ‘cars’ 
laphz ‘word’ → alpháazišo ‘words’ 
dan ‘stone’ → dayó ‘stones’ 
phal ‘grain’ → phalóno ‘grains’ 
jụú ‘apricot’ → jụínc ‘apricots’ 

-muc, -nc, -o 

y Abstract, 
inanimate 
nouns. 

 
-ŋ 

jụú ‘apricot’ → jụúmiŋ / jọóŋ ‘apricots’ 
ha ‘house’ → hakíčaŋ ‘houses’ 
multán ‘blood’ → multáiŋ ‘(plenty of) blood’ 

 
Burushaski shares with Kalasha, Dameli, Gawri, Kohistani Shina and Pashto the strategy of echo word 
formation, with more variance in the replacement of the initial segment of the reduplicated noun 
(Yoshioka 2012: 167–169). 

4.1.12 Purik [prx] 
Nominal plurality in Purik is marked by suffixation. The status of obligatoriness of NPM in the 
language is not discussed in Zemp (2013). 

Before Zemp (2013: 192), who suggests that there is a single plural form, Bailey (1920: 13–14) 
listed variants correlating with the nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, ablative and agentive 
cases. Zemp (2013: 313) discloses however a “strict ergative alignment” in Purik. The plural form is  
-un, with lenition of the final labial and velar plosives of noun stems, as well as some variance to the 
ending when the nouns end in a vowel. In monosyllabic such words, the u assimilates to the final 
vowel of the stem, and in polysyllabic such words the u is dropped altogether (Zemp 2013: 192). 
Examples are lwāq ‘goat’ → lwāʁun ‘the goats,’ ṣta ‘horse’ → ṣtān ‘the horses’ and ane ‘woman’ → 
anen ‘the women.’ The marker coincides with a definite marker, and is obligatory when it’s preceded 
by a demonstrative, possessive or nominalizer, or when it can be inferred from the context that a 
specific set of things is referred to. This is demonstrated in (15) (Zemp 2013: 193). As can be seen in 
(16), the marker is omitted when there is indefinite meaning (Zemp 2013: 201). 
 
(15) di mi-in-i-ka-na zur-e duk-pa rgo-š-in 
 this man-PL-GEN-LOC-ABL stay.away-CONJ stay-NR need-INF-EQ 
 ‘(You) should stay away from these people.’ 
 
(16) khoŋ-a nor phel-suk 
 they-DAT sheep increase-INFR 
 ‘Their sheep appear to have increased (in number).’ 
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4.2  Results summary 
The vast majority of the languages – Kalasha, Dameli, Kohistani Shina, Domaki, Northern Pashto, 
Wakhi, Southern Uzbek, Kati, Burushaski and Purik – displays a primary method of suffixation in 
their nominal plural marking, with some prominence of the method present in Gawri. Gawri displays a 
primary method of stem modification. Kashmiri displays an equal primary means of expression in 
stem modification and simultaneous stem modification and suffixation, with some prominence of the 
latter method present in Domaki and Burushaski. 

Thus, out of the twelve languages, four display more than one means present in different nouns. 
Gawri regularly has stem modification and in frequent kinship nouns and loan words suffixation. 
Kashmiri has equally as regularly stem modification as a co-occurrence of stem modification and 
suffixation. Domaki and Burushaski have regularly suffixation, with some declensions in which stem 
modification co-occurs. 

The methods of NPM in the languages may be summarized as in Table 11. Languages with one 
primary method and another prominent enough alternative method observed in a separate but frequent 
set of nouns, such as kinship terms, are listed under those two methods. Languages with one primary 
method and a cluster of infrequent irregularities, such as single occurrences of non-marking, are listed 
under their one primary method. 

Table 11. The methods of nominal plural marking in the languages.  

 kls dml gwc plk kas dmk pbu wbl uzs bsh bsk prx 
Suffixation x x x x  x x x x x x x 
Stem modification   x  x    
Suffixation + 
Stem modification 

  x x  x   

 
A total of four out of the twelve languages – Kalasha, Dameli, Southern Uzbek and Kati – optionally 
marks nouns for plural, whence Kalasha and Kati do so specifically in the nominative or direct case. It 
is only certain that two other languages – Gawri and Domaki – obligatorily mark nouns for plural. The 
status of obligatoriness is not discussed in the literature for Kohistani Shina, Kashmiri, Northern 
Pashto, Wakhi and Burushaski. The cumulation of plurality and definiteness in Purik makes its status 
of obligatoriness difficult to assess. 

The statuses of obligatoriness of NPM in the languages may be summarized as in Table 12.  
Table 12. The status of obligatoriness of nominal plural marking in the languages.  

 kls dml gwc plk kas dmk pbu wbl uzs bsh bsk prx 
Optional x x      x x  
Obligatory x  x   x   x 
Unknown/ 
uncertain 

   x x  x x  x x 

 
A total of six languages – Kalasha, Dameli, Gawri, Kohistani Shina, Northern Pashto and Burushaski 
– displays a strategy of echo word formation, the only noteworthy quirk pertinent to nominal plurality 
in addition to regular marking in the languages. It is mentioned where evident in the data because the 
saturation pluralizes the referent of the reduplicated noun – consider āṭ ‘flour’ → āṭ māṭ ‘flour and 
things like that’ in Gawri (Baart 1999: 17). Because it is an established areal feature of the Indian 
subcontinent, West Asia and well beyond, its presence in these languages contributes little to the areal 
typology of the Greater Hindukush. Considering also that echo words do not as much bear plural 
meaning as express an equivalent of the informal English “and whatnot” and the like, they have little 
to do with plurality. As such, the areality of the feature will not be further discussed.  
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5. Discussion and conclusions 

5.1  Methods discussion 

5.1.1 Data 
There were some data insufficiencies in the material for this study. One issue was of finding 
comprehensive grammatical information on the specific dialects of Northern Pashto and Southern 
Uzbek, which did not particularly obstruct the progression of the study. Both affiliated general or 
standard dialects proved to be typologically relevant to discuss regardless, and the dialectal 
differences, which were commented in the literature on both languages, were insignificant for the 
purposes of the study. Northern Pashto is said to differ mostly phonologically from other dialects (see 
Miller 2013), and the little that is said of differences in the Afghan Shahran dialect of Uzbek from 
Tashkent Uzbek is of a lexical nature, especially regarding the use of classifiers (see Beckwith 1998: 
136–139).  

The collection of data on Kati however was an issue. Though an early account of Bashgali, as it was 
then referred to as, covered the basics of its inflectional grammar, it is thinkable that a more 
exhaustive resumption of the description of the Kati language would unveil new, different facets of its 
grammar than was previously conceived of. Perder’s dissertation on Dameli contradicted aspects of 
Morgenstierne’s earlier notes in such fashion. As such, Davidson’s and Èdel’man’s accounts of plural 
marking on nouns in Kati are uncertain. This, as well as the implications of the lack of data on half of 
the language sample’s degrees of obligatoriness, will be further discussed below. 

5.1.2 Analysis 

In his study, Dryer (2013) defines a primary method of marking nouns for plural as any means “used 
by at least twice as many nouns as any other method”; however in the analysis of the data in this 
study, I have attempted to provide a qualitative account of the noteworthy methods as opposed to a 
quantitative one of the most frequent methods. Dryer only appoints two or more equally as frequent 
observable morphological methods of NPM within a single language, such as prefixation and 
suffixation, to a category of “morphological plural with no method primary.” Both such an instance 
and one where one method is predominant but another occurs e.g. with frequently used nouns, are 
considered separate noteworthy methods in this study. Nouns of a certain register being marked 
differently from all other nouns in a given language, whether slightly or entirely, is an interesting 
distinction I wish to retain, for which reason the NPM of either two sets of nouns are treated as equally 
noteworthy, albeit on different grounds. As such, a language like Gawri, whose primary method is 
stem modification, is in this study considered to have two noteworthy methods, the other being 
suffixation, which affects exclusively kinship terms, loan words and some human animates.  

However, though it is described in the results sections on each language if only items at the top of 
the animacy hierarchy are marked differently from other nouns, this is disregarded in the comparison 
of the marking as a potential areal feature. There are some other aspects encountered in the data that 
are not of great interest in this study. In languages with declensions, for example, a single class of 
nouns that are marked for plural differently than those of many other classes is not considered to 
provide an additional noteworthy means of NPM. As such, non-occurrences of NPM have not been 
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judged to provide an additional noteworthy method of expression, although they have been present, for 
instance in Hindi-Urdu loans in Kashmiri (Section 4.1.5). 

Because phonetic change to the stem influenced by the articulation of a morphological marker does 
not inherently affect the morphology of the stem, it is not considered a form of stem modification. 
Therefore, e.g. Purik’s primary method is analyzed simply as suffixation, despite additional 
phonological change to the stem. Severer changes, such as to the length and quality of vowels, stress 
accent position and phonemic structure of nouns, as a secondary effect to suffixation, may correlate 
with the irregularity scale as listed in Section 2.1.4. In particular for Burushaski, which displays a 
prominence of the method alongside suffixation, the regularity of the stem modification is uncertain.  

As such, Gawri, Kashmiri and Domaki establish the lone cases of stem modification as one method 
of expression. Dryer (2013) lists tone as a separate means of NPM from stem modification altogether, 
though because Gawri is the only language in this study in which tonal change as a factor in plural 
marking appears regular, the comparison of tone as a distinct plural marker between all languages 
would be platitudinous. Due to the co-occurrence of vowel quality modification and tone change in 
NPM in Gawri, the overlap created by the unique tone category serving as one of the two equally as 
frequent methods would moreover be uneconomical to illustrate visually (as is otherwise done in 
Section 5.2). Therefore, Gawri’s primary method of expression is analyzed simply as stem 
modification. 

In the literature on half of the languages in the sample, the status of obligatoriness of plural marking 
on nouns was not discussed. As attested in Haspelmath’s (2013) study of the occurrences of nominal 
plurality, strict obligatoriness is the most predominant degree in languages of the world in general. 
Intuitively, then, in the description of languages where plural marking should but does not always 
occur, for whatever reason, it probably deserves at least a sentence’s worth of attention. And inversely, 
if the degree of obligatoriness of NPM is not commented in the grammatical description of a language, 
it is presumably not noteworthy and thus most likely strictly obligatory. Contrary to intuition, these are 
not reasonable assessments. Though some of the languages in this sample whose statuses of 
obligatoriness are uncertain – Kohistani Shina, Pashto and Burushaski – show typological similarity to 
another language, Domaki, in which NPM is in fact obligatory, whether this says anything about the 
status in the former three languages is trivial for the purposes of this study. This is because strict 
obligatoriness most likely does not constitute an areal feature of the GHK region, given that it is 
universal. 

As for the obligatoriness of NPM in Kati, which is listed as optional and obligatory in the results 
summary on page 22: it is assumed that Davidson’s (2001: 5–6) discovery that there is a range of cases 
with their own plural exponents in the language, out of which one is “sometimes” used in the 
uninflected case form but “often” not, is an indication of optionality. Morgenstierne’s (1942) 
assumption about Dameli that the singular and plural forms are sometimes identical was, as described 
in Section 4.1.2, refuted by Perder and ascribed to optionality. The lack of a distinction in the 
nominative or direct case in Kati, as motivated by Arkadiev’s (2008: 694) description of the direct 
case singular–plural paradigm in the language as neutralized, is reminiscent of Kalasha (Section 
4.1.1), in which a nominative plural is indeed optional. No similar assumptions can be made with 
Kohistani Shina, Kashmiri, Pashto, Wakhi, Burushaski and Purik, whose statuses remain uncertain. 

As for Purik: the cumulation of plurality and definiteness in the plural suffix hampers the ability to 
assume its status of obligatoriness. On the one hand, there is no reasonable doubt in the data as to the 
obligatoriness of the suffix when there is (definite) plural meaning, but on the other hand, it is omitted 
when there is indefinite meaning, as demonstrated in Section 4.1.12. Whether this is an indication of 
number marking optionality is difficult to determine. 

As for the areal comparison of these generalized traits, which follows in Section 5.2, a comparative 
approach to this research does not confuse a contact-induced commonality with a genetic origin of any 
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given feature, as the languages vary genealogically. A likeness only between languages of one and the 
same family that stretches outside of the area is more likely to be genetic than areal, which is why the 
inclusion of languages of different genera in the sample is necessary. Moreover, the similarity of a trait 
observable in genetically divergent languages may be a sheer coincidence if they are not in contact 
presently or have never been historically, and the similarity of a trait observable in genetically 
divergent and contiguous languages may be universally typical. Universalities pertinent to nominal 
plurality are mostly covered in the animacy hierarchy and irregularity scale, and the worldwide 
prevalence of suffixation and strict obligatoriness, for which reason a discussion of the areality of the 
more noteworthy traits elucidated in Section 4.2 can proceed. 

5.2  Results discussion 

5.2.1 The areality of stem modification 
It is to no surprise that the predominant method of marking nouns for plural in the Greater Hindukush 
is suffixation, as it is true of languages of the world in general. What is noteworthy is the additional 
presence of stem modification, the occurrences of which are counted significantly few in languages of 
the world according to Dryer (2013). These patterns, as to how the systems of NPM manifest 
themselves, are somewhat geographically transmittable, as demonstrated in Figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3. The methods of plural marking of nouns.  

 
The patterns of suffixation as a primary method are hardly areal; as indicated by said predominance of 
the method in languages of the world, suffice it to say that it is most likely coincidental. Patterns of 
suffixation as a means specifically of marking kinship nouns for plural are not very likely areal either, 
as kin is the highest nominal degree of animacy and is therefore often treated exceptionally universally 
(see Section 2.1.3). In an area comprised wholly by languages with a single method of expressing 
nominal plurality by suffixation, the occurrence of stem modification specifically in kinship nouns 
would not be peculiar, for the same reason that unique suffixes are not: irregularities in the inflections 
of nouns most often affect the most animate nouns. It would be reasonable to assume that the special 
forms for kinship nouns would have simply ascended from a common origin and been retained. 
However, Gawri is contiguous with such languages, viz. Dameli and Kohistani Shina, and poses a 
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reversal of the case. The presence of a method of suffixation in kinship nouns in Gawri stands out 
slightly, as it appears to be more regular than is otherwise expected of high animates (with the 
exception of nouns such as ‘man’ and ‘women,’ as described in Section 4.1.3). The suffixation could 
have been influenced by Pashto, in which the method of expression is suffixation; this is substantiated 
by the retention of actual Pashto desinences in the language, as well as the recognized promotion of 
the use of Pashto as a second language in the area among Gawri and Dameli speakers, following 
Pashtun conquests of parts of northern Pakistan. In other words, Gawri’s non-primary method of 
expression does not solely affect nouns in accordance with the animacy hierarchy.  

Stem modification as an alternative marker on kinship nouns, which is observed in Dameli, 
Kohistani Shina and Northern Pashto at least, are largely due to irregularity as predictably affects 
nouns of a high degree of animacy. Regular stem modification in a primary method of expression, as 
discussed in previous literature, presents however a sub-areal feature of the Dir–Swat districts of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, shared between central HKIA languages. It has been suggested that tonal 
differences as contrastive in some languages have their origin in the tonal remnants of vocalic 
assimilations to subsequent speech sounds in former grammatical markers that have fallen out of use 
(see e.g. Hadricourt 1954). Liljegren (2013: 137) delineates the loss of final unstressed vowels shared 
between Gawri and the Shina language Kalkoti, which has given rise to differences in tone and vowel 
quality as grammatical markers in the languages. According to Baart (2003: 143), a contact situation 
between the two languages as well as the Kohistani language Torwali further corroborates the 
development of these tone systems, the areality of which he further emphasizes in Baart (2014).  

Given that several other languages display tone accent, according both to Baart (2003: 133–135) 
and to the data in this study, their role in the plural stem modification may present some degree of 
areality, although it is hard to say at this stage whether it is limited to the Kalkoti-Gawri-Torwali sub-
area and an otherwise geographically transmittable, genealogical trait, or actually a contact-induced 
convergent trait between other languages.  

Kashmiri is the sole significant case of a presence of two equally as frequent methods of NPM. The 
stems of nouns are mostly modified, although there is an additional suffixation specifically to feminine 
nouns. Kashmiri shares the former method with Gawri, in both of which stem modification is largely 
regular. A distribution of suffixation and simultaneous suffixation and modification of the accent and 
vowel quality of noun stems is observed in Domaki and Burushaski, whence Domaki’s appears 
regular; i.e., a particular set of nouns are marked by a generalizable type of stem change. It is uncertain 
whether this is the case for Burushaski, possibly because the language’s array of desinences are 
remarkably complex and not all of their forms explored, making potential subclasses of the 
declensions in which stem modification may be regular hard to establish. It may simply be that the 
variance observed in the formation of some plurals is irregular. As this is unclear in the data, 
Burushaski is illustrated as having a single noteworthy method of expression in Figure 3, namely 
suffixation. 

As previously mentioned, the suffixation that occurs in Kashmiri doesn’t correlate with animacy, 
but with gender. The suffix in Kashmiri shares no phonological likeness with those in Burushaski and 
Domaki. The typological similarities in NPM between the genetically unrelated Burushaski and 
Domaki are palpable, whereas a likeness with Kashmiri can be disputed by virtue of Kashmiri’s 
largely regular stem modification, and the difference in the type of vocalic change between Kashmiri 
and Domaki specifically.  

It can be said in general of the results pertinent to the method of NPM in this study that no salient 
areal correlations have been found. The areality of stem modification as a plural marker reinforces 
previous discussion on contrastive vocalic and tonal differences as grammatical markers, but proves 
attests to no new relationships between languages besides a surface similarity in stem modification in 
Gawri and Kashmiri. 
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5.2.2 The areality of optionality 

What is more significant than the areality of stem modification as a plural marker on nouns is that of 
optionality of the marking. It is not to any surprise here either that the predominant degree of 
obligatoriness of NPM in the area is strict on all nouns, as it is also true of languages of the world in 
general. What is noteworthy is the optionality of NPM in a small set of languages in northeastern 
Afghanistan–northwestern Pakistan, which occurs significantly less frequently in Haspelmath’s (2013) 
study than strict obligatoriness. As explained in Section 5.1.2, there is some uncertainty as to the status 
of obligatoriness in six languages. The patterns are notwithstanding very geographically transmittable, 
as demonstrated in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. The obligatoriness of plural marking of nouns. 

 
NPM is observed to be fully optional in Dameli and Uzbek, and partly optional in Kalasha and Kati, 
which are all spoken in northeastern Afghanistan–northwestern Pakistan. It is presumably only 
because plural marking is cumulated with case marking in Kalasha and Kati that their plural 
formatives are retained in other instances than in the uninflected case. If a contact pattern between 
Southern Uzbek and the Iranian and HKIA languages of Nuristan and Chitral could be established, this 
would greatly corroborate the salience of NPM optionality as a sub-areal feature of the region. Such a 
pattern is difficult to investigate, partly with the limitations of this inquiry but also with general data 
on historical contact situations between peoples of the region.  

The uncertainty as to the status of obligatoriness in the Kohistani Shina, Kashmiri, Northern Pashto, 
Burushaski and Purik languages is of little consequence, as they are spoken in the central–easternmost 
parts of the Greater Hindukush. The areal correlations between the four languages in the west in which 
optionality is confirmed may or may not however be affected by the status of obligatoriness in Wakhi. 
Whether the plural marking in Wakhi is obligatory or not, there is an observable morphological, in 
addition to lexical, likeness between the Iranian language and the Turkic Uzbek in their preeminent 
use of classifiers, also observable in the Iranian Tajik. The gradual omission of overt NPM in 
numerative constructions in both languages can be motivated by the consequential semantic inference 
of plurality. This reinforces research pertinent to the contact situation among speakers of Turkic and 
Iranian languages in Central Asia.  

Where the optionality could have arisen is debatable. It could, in speculation, have begun with 
Uzbek and spread to the Nuristani and HKIA languages via Wakhi, or inversely, with e.g. Dameli, 
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whose inflectional complexity is very limited compared to HKIA languages such as Gawri, Kohistani 
Shina and Kashmiri. The plural suffix in Dameli, -nam, coincides in form with the noun nam ‘name’ 
in the language, which Perder (2013: 57–58) notes is therefore peculiarly replaced by a Pashto loan 
suffix in an instance when attached to said noun. It is conceivable that the inflectional flexibility in the 
language imposed by the confusion of the use of different suffixes in different contexts has eventually 
allowed the omission. These are nonetheless merely speculations, as viable as it seems given the 
results of this study that at least Kalasha, Dameli, Kati and Southern Uzbek compose a sub-area of the 
lower districts of Afghan Badakhshan–Pakistani Chitral in which NPM is optional. It is important to 
note that it is difficult to determine a more precise historical cause for the prominence of number 
optionality. 

5.3  Summary and conclusions 
One can draw from the patterns in the marking of nouns for plurality in languages of the Greater 
Hindukush that there are at least areal correlations. Due to some data insufficiency, no bold statements 
can be made on their significance. The method of stem modification to mark nouns for plural in a 
smaller part of northern Pakistan presents a moderate degree of areality, and particularly the 
optionality of the marking in a small set of languages around the border between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan constitutes according to this research a sub-areal feature. Their salience is however yet to be 
established. The exact contact patterns and historical factors that may have contributed to the 
emergence of the features are uncertain, and more importantly, they cannot and should not be read into 
the surface similarities demonstrated by the figures in this chapter. They are merely reference points, 
and generalize and summarize the methods of expression and degrees of obligatoriness in the language 
sample to demonstrate their contiguity and in what ways they behave similarly. Such similarities do 
not independently account for the real-world processes behind any diffusion, the geographical patterns 
of which may be realized differently due to patterns of migration and settlement not explicated by the 
placements of the languages on the map (Section 3.1). It is important to note too that the stem 
modification as observed in Gawri and Kashmiri differs typologically from the conditional type co-
occurring with suffixes in Domaki. 

Due to the scale of this study, the inability to speak broadly of the significance of the areality 
discussed above is perhaps due to the sparseness of the language sample. A generally increased 
amount and density of languages selected for a continuation of this study would perhaps resolve some 
of the issues posed by data insufficiency and overlap as well as attest to the salience of the sub-areal 
features discussed in this paper. Further areal-typological research on grammatical categories in the 
Greater Hindukush would indisputably profit from resumptions and expansions of the descriptions of 
the grammars of some Indo-Iranian languages, notably Wakhi and Kati.  

In conclusion, stem modification is suggested as a minor potential sub-areal feature of northern 
Pakistan. Nominal plural marking optionality, the cause of which is unclear, is suggested as another of 
greater viability, of northeastern Afghanistan–northwestern Pakistan. 
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